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The introduction of laminar flow configurations is envisioned to provide new opportunities
to further reduce aircraft fuel consumption. The robustness of laminar wings is critical, both
against instabilities that can unexpectedly trigger transition and against off-design conditions
outside the cruise point. However, current inverse design methodologies not only provide
suboptimal configurations, but are unable to come up with robust configurations. The objec-
tive of this paper is the development and demonstration of a framework for the robust direct
design of transonic natural laminar flow wings using state-of-the-art industrial tools such as
computational fluid dynamics, linear stability theory and surrogate models. The deterministic
optimization problem, which serves as a baseline, searches for the optimum shape that min-
imizes drag applying a surrogate based optimization strategy. In that case Cross-Flow and
Tollmien-Schlichting critical N-Factors are fixed according to calibration data. For the robust
approach, uncertainties in these critical N-Factors as well as operational conditions such as
Mach number are considered to account for situations that could prematurely trigger transi-
tion and thus significantly decrease performance. The surrogate based optimizer is therefore
coupled with a surrogate based uncertainty quantification methodology, following a bi-level
approach. The objective function shifts towards the expectation of the drag to minimize av-
erage fuel consumption, or the 95% quantile to account for extreme events. The framework
is able to come up with state-of-the-art natural laminar configurations for a short-haul civil
aircraft configuration. The deterministic optimum is able to delay transition till 60% of the
wing upper surface where the shock is present but is highly sensitive to small changes in the
predefined critical N-Factors, as minor deviations will lead to fully turbulent configuration and
hence an increase in drag. The robust configurations are more balanced, as the transition loca-
tion smoothly moves upstream as the critical N-Factors are reduced. As a direct consequence,
obtained pressure profiles are more resistant against instabilities, extending the current design
envelope of natural laminar flow wings.
I. Nomenclature
/ = uncertainty parameters
 = drag coefficient
! = lift coefficient
% = pressure coefficient
 = objective function
#) (,2A8C = critical N-Factor for Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities
#,2A8C = critical N-Factor for cross-Flow instabilities
QoI = quantity of interest
PDF = Probability Density Function
x = design parameters
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II. Introduction
With the continuous growth of commercial aviation, environmental and economic concerns are key drivers towards
the reduction of operational cost and emission of greenhouse gasses [1]. Although the aerodynamic design of
transonic wings is already a mature field, the introduction of natural laminar flow (NLF) configurations can lead to new
opportunities to further reduce fuel consumption [2, 3]. Laminar boundary layers present lower shear stress at the wing
surface, reducing viscous drag and improving aerodynamic efficiency.
Historically, only low sweep wings flying at reduced Reynolds number have benefited from natural laminar
flow [4]. At higher Reynolds numbers and sweep angles, crossflow (CF) instabilities are triggered that lead to boundary
layer transition near the leading edge [5] causing a fully turbulent flow over the wing. The application to larger
Reynolds/sweeps usually requires the combination of NLF with laminar flow control such as suction [6] of the boundary
layer to dampen instabilities. However, it is possible to obtain pressure profiles that mitigate CF instabilities through
shape design without the need for active flow-control devices. An example for the redesign of the NASA Common
Research Model can be found in [7, 8] applying inverse design techniques.
Currently, inverse design methods based on linear stability theory are used to design laminar wings in research
environments [7, 9]. Geometries are found following prescribed target pressure distributions that are expected to
maintain laminar flow. This highly relies on the aerodynamic expertise of the designer. Figure 1 represents the typical
inverse design process. The pressure distribution should have an initial acceleration at the leading edge to mitigate CF
instabilities, followed by a favourable pressure gradient that dampens Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) instabilities. Transition
should occur as downstream as possible on the upper surface to maximize the extent of laminar flow and consequently
minimize viscous drag. Then, a shock wave is required to decelerate the flow. The end of the wing is shaped in order to
provide rear loading allowing to meet lift requirements. In practical applications, laminar flow can only be maintained
over the upper surface of the wing and early transition occurs on the lower surface of the wing due to the integration of
leading edge Krueger slats. After the desired pressure distribution for a given flight condition is defined by an expert,
inverse design methods are used to find a shape that matches the target pressure as close as possible. Finally some
iterations by hand take place aiming for a more detailed design in the leading and trailing edge regions, as well as to
account for any constraint in the shapes. However, this process most likely leads to suboptimal configurations. As an
alternative, direct optimization approaches are able to better explore the design space. A well-posed direct optimization
problem should be able to come up with at least similar pressure distributions, and more often than not, outperform
inverse design methodologies.
Favourable pressure gradient to 
mitigate growth of TS waves 
Initial acceleration to 
delay CF instabilities 
Rear loading for lift 
requirement 
A shock wave around here to 
bring back the pressure 
𝐶𝑃 
Transition around this point 
just before the shock wave 
𝑥/𝑐 
Step 2: Inverse Design  
Current Pressure 
Target Pressure 
Step 1: Define “target pressure” by hand Step 3: Iterate 
Fig. 1 Traditional inverse design process: Definition of target pressures following physical insight, inverse
design to obtain the required pressure distribution and iteration to obtain the desired behaviour
The extent of the laminar flow regions strongly depends on the environment [8]. Hence, the robustness of laminar
wings against environmental changes, causing instabilities that can unexpectedly trigger transition, and off-design
conditions is crucial. Designing robust laminar configurations with an inverse method is simply not possible. Not only
because targeting a pressure distribution can initially lead to suboptimal configurations but also it will not necessarily
lead to a good design in case of uncertainties in freestream turbulence intensity, manufacturing tolerances, wear and tear,
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acoustic waves or presence of clouds. These uncertainties will effectively reduce the critical N-Factor used to predict
the transition location and transition will be shifted upstream. This problem is present not only in free flight but can also
be observed during wind tunnel testing [8]. For example, wind tunnel tests performed at the National Transonic Facility
in NASA Langley estimated a critical N-Factor between 4 to 8 for transition caused by TS instabilities [10].
Aerodynamic shape optimization is a well established discipline even in industrial environments [11]. Lately, direct
shape optimization has been used for the design of natural laminar flow airfoils and wings [12]. NLF airfoils using the
'4 − W turbulence model have been robustly designed in [13] for a range of Mach number and lift coefficients. In that
case, a linear combination of mean and standard deviation of the drag coefficient was minimized. In [14], a supersonic
wing-body laminar configuration was robustly optimized in Euler flow in combination with a boundary layer solver. The
value at risk (quantile) and conditional value at risk were obtained under uncertainties in the geometry and one critical
N-Factor. More recently [15], robust design of laminar airfoils under uncertain critical N-Factor was performed using
the low-fidelity tool XFOIL, an integrated boundary layer solver in combination with an exp # transition model. In that
case, changes in the critical N-Factor were assumed to directly change the transition location according to the envelope
of the transition waves without the need of recomputing the pressure profiles.
There is a lack of realistic applications of robust design methodologies applied to expensive, relevant NLF
problems including uncertainties in both operational conditions and critical N-Factors for swept-wing flows. Previous
investigations either relied on low-fidelity solvers to speed-up convergence or only accounted for 2D instabilities, limiting
its applicability for swept wings. The first objective of this paper is the development of a probabilistic framework for
the robust design of transonic natural laminar flow infinite swept wings using industrial CFD frameworks in order to
come up with shapes with practical relevance. Realistic configurations must be robust under random operational and
environmental uncertainties that could otherwise trigger transition more upstream than expected. The second objective
is to shift the design envelope of NLF configurations by designing robust laminar wings for a short-haul civil aircraft
with high sweep and Reynolds number.
Section III introduces the optimization under uncertainty framework that utilises surrogate models to obtain the
final solution at a reduced CPU time. Section IV presents the problem formulation for NLF robust design, the applied
numerical model, the transition prediction methodology and the treatment of uncertainties. Then, the optimization
results are introduced in Section V. The classical deterministic optimum serves as a reference configuration and will later
on be compared to robust solutions under different input distributions. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VI.
III. Optimization Under Uncertainty Framework
Global optimization under uncertainty problems require a large number of function evaluations to find the global
robust minimum [16]. Next, we briefly re-introduce a framework which was previously successfully applied for
aerodynamic robust design [17]. Computational efficiency is achieved by relying on surrogate models.
A. Problem Definition
Let . ∈ R be the Quantity of Interest, QoI (performance measure to optimize), depending on design variables
x ∈ R3 at given operating conditions G. The deterministic optimization problem aims to find the optimum set of design
variables x∗ at constant operating conditions while meeting : constraints.
x∗ = arg min
x
{. (x, G0)} (1)
s.t. =
{




≤ G 9 ≤ G 9
*
, 9 = 1, 2, . . . 3
The robust optimization involves the presence of uncertainties / ∈ R< either in operational or environmental
conditions. As a result, the QoI becomes a random variable and the problem is shifted from the optimization of the QoI
towards the optimization of an statistic of the QoI. On the one hand we consider the minimization of the mean value of
the QoI, `. , as a natural choice from a cost-effective point of view.
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x∗ = arg min
x
{`. (x, /)} (2)
s.t. =
{




≤ G 9 ≤ G 9
*
, 9 = 1, 2, . . . 3
On the other hand we aim for the minimization of the 95% quantile of the QoI to minimize extreme events, instead
of a more conservative min-max optimization. The optimization of a given quantile is a flexible approach as it provides
optimum performance with controlled probability.












≤ G 9 ≤ G 9
*
, 9 = 1, 2, . . . 3
B. Bi-Level Surrogate-Based for Optimization under with Uncertainty
The bi-level surrogate model has been previously applied to the robust design of shock control bumps [17], but is a
general-purpose framework for handling expensive black-box problems that feature a moderate number of dimensions
and uncertainties. It combines a surrogate-based optimization framework as outer layer, with a surrogate-based
uncertainty quantification (UQ) framework in the inner layer, as shown in Figure 2. The outer level (red surface) handles
the optimization which depends only on the design variables x and has the statistic of the QoI as output (the mean or the
quantile). The inner level (blue surfaces) is responsible for the uncertainty quantification process of the QoI at a given
design point G8 under uncertainties b. In aerodynamic shape optimization, the QoI is usually the drag coefficient but
might also be maximum lift coefficient during high-lift investigations.
This gradient-free framework is especially useful in cases where the adjoint solution is not readily available to
provide the gradients, as it is typically the case for CFD simulations involving transition prediction with linear stability
theory. By further refining the region where the robust solution is located, the efficiency of the framework compared
with other optimization approaches is improved. Another advantage is the use of a parallel approach for the evaluation
of the design of experiment (DoE) stage in the UQ level. As the initial samples are defined beforehand, all of them can
be computed at the same time. In addition, if the black-box solver provides an in-build parallelization, an additional
level of parallelization is possible. The two stages of the bi-level surrogate approach are briefly explained next.
C. Surrogate-Based Optimization
The outer layer of the bi-level approach is the Surrogate-Based Optimization (also known as Efficient Global
Optimization or Bayesian Optimization). The main objective is to make the optimization more efficient by reducing the
number of function evaluations required from the expensive black-box problem [18]. A surrogate model that is cheaply
evaluated is built following the parametrization and the QoI. The Surrogate-Modelling for Aero-Data Toolbox (SMARTy)
developed by DLR is used for the initial DoE sampling and for the creation of the Gaussian Process Regression (GPR)
surrogate [19]. After an initial DoE in the design space using Sobol sequences [20], a Gaussian Process model is
constructed that covers the design space. Then, two active infill criteria, namely Expected Improvement and Trust
Region approach [18] are used to find the optimum.
D. Surrogate-Based Uncertainty Quantification
For the determination of both statistical moments and quantiles of the QoI, the classical stochastic approach of
Monte Carlo sampling is too expensive [21]. The QoI is instead approximated at each iteration of the optimization with
a surrogate model that is cheaper to evaluate using Monte Carlo [22]. An initial DoE is constructed in the stochastic
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Fig. 2 Bi-level approach for uncertainty quantification [17]; Surrogate of statistics (left); Surrogate of random
variable (middle); Full order model evaluation (right)
1. Active Infill for the Mean
If the mean value is of primary interest, a high global accuracy of the surrogate is required. To increase the surrogate
accuracy with respect to the mean value, after the DoE stage, an active infill criteria that ensures an even sampling in the
stochastic space [23] is used. Therefore, the prediction mean square error available in GPR at any given point in the
stochastic space, B̂(/) is used. New samples are added in the location /∗ where the product of the probability distribution
function of the input parameters, PDFb times the error estimate is maximized. The acquisition function consists on:






The optimum location is found in the surrogate through Differential Evolution. Equation (4) balances two terms:
the first one favors locations with a high PDF of the input parameters, that is sampled very often in the surrogate. The
second one favors locations where the surrogate accuracy could be further improved.
2. Active Infill for the 95% Quantile
When looking for a high quantile such as the 95%, the active infill criterion follows the U-function [24] and
equivalent probability of misclassification %" [25]. At any given point, /, where the GPR mean value prediction is
lower than the current quantile using the surrogate, Ĥ(/) < @̂g , it is possible to obtain the probability of exceeding
this quantile value, %" = %( Ĥ(b) > @̂g). The opposite, the probability of overestimating the quantile given that the
surrogate mean value is higher than the quantile, can also be obtained. The probability of misclassification is maximum
when the so called U function is minimum. Additional samples should be added when:
/∗ = arg min
/
{* (/)} = arg min
/
{




The infill criterion balances exploitation with exploration by sampling points closer to the calculated quantile or
with a high error [24].
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IV. Robust Design of NLF Wings - Problem Definition
This section introduces the formulation of the deterministic and robust NLF wing optimization, the numerical
model and the CFD process chain including transition prediction and the parametrization of the design parameters and
uncertainties. The classical deterministic problem setup serves as reference solution and will be compared with the
robust solution.
A. Shifting the Current Design Envelope: Flight Conditions for Optimization under Uncertainty
Both the deterministic and the robust formulations aim to design a NLF wing for a short-haul civil aircraft
configuration with respective design conditions: Mach number 0.78, lift coefficient 0.7, sweep angle of 27 degrees and
Reynolds number of 23 million. Following Figure 3, a practical limit for NLF configurations was established more than
fifteen years ago with the Fokker 100 and ATTAS flight tests [26, 27]. Higher sweep angles and Reynolds numbers lead
to premature transition due to attachment line and crossflow instabilities. The former is critical near the root of the wing
due to the increased Reynolds number and contamination from the fuselage, and can be avoided with anti-contamination
devices such as the "Gaster bump" [5]. Crossflow instabilities can be dampened by properly shaping the profile, at the
expense of increasing the intensity of Tollmien-Schlichting waves. The use of numerical optimization allows to perform
this trade-off effectively and thus enables the extension of the NLF envelope towards the design point highlighted in the
chart. The current approach follows an Infinite-Swept Wing (ISW) formulation, investigating a representative section at
70% of the wingspan. At that station, a maximum profile thickness C/2max,0 of 0.11 in percentage of the chord needs to




Attachment Line Limit 
Crossflow Limit 
Tollmien-Schlichting Limit 
Fig. 3 Envelope of natural laminar flow suitability following previous flight tests according to [26]
B. Deterministic Optimization Problem
The deterministic global solution is defined through a classical drag optimization at constant lift coefficient,! = 0.7,
and freestream Mach number, " = 0.78:
x∗ = arg min
x





0 ≤ G 9 ≤ 1, 9 = 1, 2, . . . 10
The drag coefficient  depends on the ten design variables x that describe the shape of the airfoil. These are
dimensionless and range between zero and one. Transition prediction is enabled, with the critical N-Factors fixed
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to #) (,crit = 11.5 and #,crit = 8.5 [9]. The constant lift coefficient constraint is accounted for by the CFD solver
directly as it iteratively changes the angle of attack while converging towards the solution to maintain the desired lift
coefficient. The constraint in the maximum thickness is handled through the parametrization by rescaling the current
shape in the z-direction to have the initial maximum thickness, C/2max = 0.11.
C. Robust Optimization Problem
The robust solution involves both operational and environmental uncertainties accounting for realistic stochastic
conditions in flight. As a result, the drag coefficient (objective function) becomes a random variable and a statistic of
the drag is optimized. Two different cases are considered. On the one hand, the minimization of the mean value of the
drag, ` can be seen as a natural choice from a cost-effective point of view: operators want to minimize the average
fuel consumption of an aircraft over a given period of time.






On the other hand, the 95% quantile, @95%, , reduces the variability of the drag by focusing on extreme cases,
ensuring a minimal performance with control probability:






Two different configurations will arise: one with good overall performance (mean value) and another one that is
better able to handle extreme events. This will give flexibility to the designer to choose the most appropriate one for the
specific mission at hand.
D. Parametrization of the Design Vector
The shape of the profile is changed using Class Shape Function Transformations (CST) [28]. This representation
captures the design space of smooth airfoils and provides smooth surfaces as C2 continuity is guaranteed. A total of ten
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E. Numerical Model
In order to obtain the aerodynamic performance, the Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (RANS) equations in
conjunction with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulent model are solved by using the DLR TAU [29] code. In particular a 3v
multigrid cycle, the lower/upper symmetric Gauss-Seidel implicit method for time integration in a backward Euler
solver and a central flux discretization is chosen. The density residual for which simulations are seen as converged
is fixed to 1e-7. The unstructured mesh is shown in Figure 4. An infinite swept-wing [30] formulation is chosen to
account for crossflow effects also known as 2.5D analysis.
F. Transition Prediction
The transition location of 2.5D and 3D flows is predicted by local linear stability theory [31]. Despite more advanced
techniques being available for the prediction of transition, this is the preferred methodology in industry [9], as this
method has been validated extensively in the past through wind tunnel and flight tests. A transition prediction tool [32]
is integrated within the Flowsimulator framework and consists of five elements:
1) Extraction of a slice to obtain the sectional pressure field
2) Preprocessing of the pressure field to obtain attachment line and smooth pressure contours
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Fig. 4 CFD Grid used in the Optimization Problem
3) Use of the boundary layer solver COCO [33] (compressible conical boundary layer) to calculate the boundary
layer edge velocity based on pressure contours
4) Stability analysis with LILO [32] (linear local stability analysis), using a #) (-# method. #) ( waves are
obtained through a constant wave angle q strategy covering the frequency range of unstable waves. # waves
consider stationary stability with either constant wavelength _ strategy or constant spanwise wave number V∗
strategy.
5) Intersection of the envelope of CF and TS waves with their respective critical N-Factors to determine the
transition point.
A high-quality determination of critical N-Factors is required for an accurate prediction of the transition location.
These are found according to a calibration process involving wind tunnel and flight test experiments, leading to what is
called the #) (−# calibration curve, as shown in Figure 5. In this case the process is the inverse to the aforementioned
one. From flight tests, the transition location over the wing is measured, together with the section pressure field.
The pressure field is analysed through linear stability theory. The intersection of the TS and CF envelopes with the
experimental transition location marks the critical N-Factors for that experiment, which are shown as black dots in
Figure 5. The Figure shows the clean data used for calibration measured during two experiments, the Fokker 100 and
the ATTAS [4].
A concise presentation and discussion is given in [34]. From these data points, the #) ( − # calibration curve is
obtained [9]. Currently, a relatively conservative approach is employed which aims for covering the envelope of the
lowest critical N-Factor according to idealized experiments, as shown by the green line. In this case, the nominal critical
N-Factors (intersection of the green curve with the axis) are #) ( = 11.5 and # = 8.5. However, in practise critical
N-Factors are highly dependent on freestream conditions such as the turbulent intensity and presence of clouds. Also,
an increase in the strength of instability waves due to acoustic disturbances or manufacturing tolerances will cause
a decrease in critical N-Factors. In other situations the critical N-Factor could be larger than predicted, yielding a
potential that is not fully utilized. Finally, when dealing with wind tunnel testing, the critical N-Factor can change from
one testing facility to another one. As a result, a probabilistic approach to the critical N-Factor is a natural extension to
take these environmental uncertainties into account.
G. Parametrization of Uncertainties
To make laminar configurations more robust against situations that could cause transition more upstream than
envisioned, in this work the critical #) ( − # calibration curve is seen as random. In practice, the calibration curve is
uniquely defined by the critical N-Factors, (#) (,crit, #,crit), that define the intersection of the curve with the vertical
and horizontal axis respectively. In this work, these parameters are considered as two independent uncertainties that
influence the whole curve. The exact probabilistic characterization of these two parameters has a direct influence on the
resulting optimum configuration. In this work three different possibilities are considered, as shown in Figure 6a and
Table 1.
Firstly, in case A, uniform distributions (U) are chosen for both parameters to equally weight the different possibilities
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4. Record Critical N-Factor and Draw 
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Fig. 5 Calibration process of critical N-Factor curve: measurement in flight tests / wind tunnel, extraction of
pressures, evaluation of linear stability solver and recording of critical N-Factors for CF and TS waves. Flight
Test data from [34], DLR calibration curve from [9]
.
of critical N-Factors according to a lower and upper bound. Taking into account that the calibration samples in Figure
6a were obtained under perfect conditions, it is decided to extend the feasible range to lower values to include further
instabilities that could trigger transition earlier. For example, presence of clouds, ice, imperfections, bugs or simply
an increase in the freestream turbulence intensity. Secondly, in case B, asymmetric Beta distributions (B) with the
parameters A1 = 20, A2 = 2 allow a more tailored weighting. In this case, the mode focuses around the central value of
the calibration data, and the lower tail deals with uncommon (but feasible) scenarios. Finally, case C extends the critical
N-Factors to zero. This conservative scenario deals with both, fully turbulent and fully laminar configurations. The
choice of these probability distributions follows physical insight and is useful to test the validity of the design framework
to come up with different configurations. However, these could be far from reality. In practice, more realistic probability
distributions can be defined based on expert knowledge and the realization of additional flight experiments.
In addition, the Mach number and lift coefficient can be considered as operational uncertainties. These are
defined according to the variability in cruise region of the short-haul configuration. In the past, these were commonly
considered as fixed flight conditions in a multi-point approach. However, the framework allows to add them as additional
uncertainties. They are modelled as symmetric beta distributions with A1 = A2 = 5, centered around nominal flight
conditions, as shown in Figure 6b.
Table 1 Possible distribution of uncertainties for critical N-Factors
Case #) ( # Description
A U(6, 14) U(4, 11) Realistic approach, accounts for instabilities
(clouds, imperfections, freestream turbulence)
B B(` = 11.5, f = 1.6) B(` = 9.4, f = 1.6) Realistic approach, accounts for instabilities
with less penalization of critical cases
C U(0, 14) U(0, 11) Trade-off between fully turbulent and fully laminar






(a) Possible distributions for CF and TS critical N-Factors
(b) Distributions for operational uncertainties:
Mach number and lift Coefficient
Fig. 6 Distribution of uncertainties considered in robust design formulation
H. Process Chain
Every time the drag coefficient is required for a given design vector xi , (deterministic optimization), or for a given
design vector xi and uncertainties /, (UQ in robust design), the process chain of Figure 7 is executed. The geometry is
changed through a mesh deformation tool based on radial basis functions developed by DLR [35]. After the addition of
the boundary conditions, the RANS equations are solved. After a preset number of iterations, the transition prediction
method updates the transition location according to the given pressure distribution as outlined in section IV.F. The
process is repeated until convergence for the transition location and the density residual is reached. The drag coefficient
is obtained by integration of pressure and viscous forces along the surface of the airfoil. The process chain relies on the

























Fig. 7 CFD Process Chain to obtain the drag coefficient from a given set of design parameters
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V. Robust Design of NLF Wings - Results
This section presents results for deterministic and robust design of an NLF wing.
A. Deterministic Optimization
The deterministic optimization problem in equation 1 is solved with Surrogate Based Optimization. The optimization
assumes the nominal critical N-Factors of #) (,crit = 11.5 and #,crit = 8.5. The optimum is found after 462 iterations
(function evaluations), as shown in the convergence history in Figure 8. For the ten dimensional problem, a total of
200 samples are chosen for the DoE to ensure a good initial representation of the design space. However, most of the




Fig. 8 Convergence history of deterministic Optimization
As shown in Figure 9, the surrogate based optimization includes the turbulent RAE2822 configuration as part of the
initial DoE. The adverse pressure distribution amplifies the growth of TS waves as shown in Figure 9b. As a result, early
transition at 10% of the chord occurs, triggered by the intersection of the critical N-Factor for TS (dotted line) with the
envelope of the waves. This early transition and the strong shock wave results in a high value of drag. The optimal
configuration shown in Figure 10 is able to delay transition up to the shock wave, which is roughly around 60% of
the chord. The large extent of laminar flow and the weakened shock wave leads to a reduction in drag of 46.3% w.r.t.
the baseline RAE2822. The obtained pressure profile is very similar to the one that would be envisioned by inverse
design, and shows that the numerical optimization is able to find realistic laminar configurations only by proposing a
drag minimization and enabling transition prediction.










(c) Growth of CF waves
Fig. 9 Surface pressure distribution and instability waves growth for baseline configuration
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(c) Growth of CF waves
Fig. 10 Surface pressure distribution and instability waves growth for deterministic optimal configuration
Interestingly, transition occurs due to both, the shock wave and crossflow instabilities: if CF waves (Figure 10c)
would be further dampened by stronger accelerations at the leading edge, there would be no change in transition location
(as it can not bypass the shock location). In fact, it would instead cause an increase in drag due to a stronger shock wave.
These type of trade-offs can only be effectively found with direct optimization tools. Note that, for a fair comparison,
the deterministic optimal configuration is our reference solution to which robust optimization results will be compared.
B. Deterministic Optimum under Uncertainties in Critical N-Factors
The deterministic optimal configuration is sufficient as long as there is no change in critical N-Factors and in
operational conditions. Looking at the development of TS waves in Figure 10b, a change in #) (,2A8C from 11.5 to
7 due to a change in e.g. freestream turbulence intensity would suddenly shift the transition location from 60% to
approximately 5% of the chord. This behaviour is unacceptable in an industrial context, and the performance of the
deterministic optimum may considerably deteriorate under realistic conditions.
The change in transition location due to the change in critical N-Factors is not straightforward and only an
approximation can be obtained by following the envelope of the instability waves obtained under constant critical
N-Factors. For example, if the critical N-Factor for TS is reduced in the previous example, the transition location
would be shifted, changing not only the pressure distribution but also the lift. Then, the angle of attack needs to be
adjusted to retain the required lift, and the new growth of TS and CF waves would be different, leading to a different
transition location. Hence only an iterative procedure will provide accurate insight and enables a consistent tracking of
the phenomena. The only approach to model the sensitivity of the solution against critical N-Factors is by computing
converged simulations at different critical values making use of a non-intrusive uncertainty quantification methodology.
Figures 11a and 11b show the drag field and transition field of the deterministic optimum configuration respectively
as the critical N-Factors are changing, at constant Mach and lift coefficient (no operational uncertainties present).
The field is constructed based on the prediction of the Gaussian Process model which is the underlying model of
the Surrogate Based Uncertainty Quantification approach as introduced in Section III.D . The ten DoE samples are
represented as big black dots, while two infill samples are the green triangles which are automatically placed in the
corners of the stochastic space. In these locations the surrogate error was the highest and the framework automatically
selected these locations to be evaluated by the CFD to enhance the overall model accuracy. In the deterministic optimal
configuration, once the critical N-Factors are reduced a sudden increase in drag and early transition due to turbulent
flow is observed. As expected, there is an inverse correlation between the drag coefficient location and the transition
location. This leads towards a very unstable behaviour, as a slight change in the critical N-Factors will cause a serious
deterioration of the performance.
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(a) Drag field, deterministic optimum, ∗ = 
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(b) Transition location field, deterministic optimum, ∗ = 
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(c) Drag field, robust optimum, ∗ = `
Sudden transition to 
fully turbulent flow 
Smooth transition due to 
critical N Factor 







(d) Transition location field, robust optimum, ∗ = `
Fig. 11 Drag and transition location fields predicted by the GPR model as a result of stochastic critical N-
Factors for Crossflow and Tollmien-Schlichting instabilities for optimal configurations. DoE points shown as
big black dots, infill points represented as green triangles, Monte Carlo sampling in the surrogate as small dots
C. Robust Optimization under Uncertainties in Critical N-Factors
1. Case A
Following Table 1, Case A refers to the optimization taking uniform distributions for both #) ( and # into
account. Two different robust configurations with focus on mean and the 95% quantile respectively are obtained using the
bi-level surrogate approach. The optimum which focuses on the mean of the drag coefficient, ` features a smoother
correlation between changes in critical N-Factors and drag, as shown in Figure 11c. Also, following Figure 11c, laminar
flow is always kept in contrast to the deterministic optima. The transition location ranges between 30%-55% of the chord.
The resulting pressure distribution of the configuration, as shown in Figure 12a, is more robust against instabilities. It
dampens the TS waves shown in Figure 12b, reducing the peak from #) ( = 8.5 to #) ( = 4.5 while retaining a good
performance over all possible N-Factors compared to the deterministic solution. This makes the configuration more
robust. A similar behaviour occurs when looking at the robust optimum in the 95% quantile, @95%, . As shown in
Figure 13a, the normal shock wave is replaced by two weaker isentropic shock waves, reducing wave drag especially
when fully turbulent flow is present. As a result, the drag in the region with the "worst" performance (turbulent flow) is
reduced, as expected by the 95% quantile formulation. In addition, the growth of TS and CF waves is also dampened, so
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(a) Surface pressure distribution (b) Growth of TS waves (c) Growth of CF waves
Fig. 12 Surface pressure distribution and instability waves growth for robust optimum ` configuration
under case A
(a) Surface pressure distribution (b) Growth of TS waves (c) Growth of CF waves
Fig. 13 Surface pressure distribution and instability waves growth for robust optimal @95%, configuration
under case A
the laminar flow performance is also improved, but not as significant as with the optimum in the mean value.
The stochastic performance of the different configurations is summarized in the violin plots in Figure 14. The
probability density functions of the drag coefficients are mirrored along the vertical axis for the three different optimums.
The average value as well as the quantiles are shown in the box-and-whisker plots on top of the probability density
functions. As expected, the deterministic optimum (blue) features the configuration with the highest mean drag. The
observed peak of the PDF towards 110 drag counts is caused by fully turbulent flow. Even though under fully laminar
flow this configuration performs very good (represented by the lower tail), it is very brittle at higher critical N-Factors,
leading towards a worst performance. This problem is successfully leveraged by the robust optimum with focus on the
mean ` (orange). This configuration has the lowest average, and shifts the distribution of drag towards lower values.
Even though under fully laminar flow (ideal conditions) it does not perform as good as the deterministic optima, in
practice (changing conditions) it will feature a better performance. Finally, the optimum configuration which focuses on
the 95% quantile (green) reduces the upper tail of the distribution. As previously explained this primarily stems from a
better turbulent performance due to the aforementioned double shock wave.
Ten random realizations of the pressure and transition locations are shown in Figure 15 for each optimal configuration.
It clearly outlines the change in pressure and transition location in case of uncertain critical N-Factors. On the one hand,
the deterministic optimum, Figure 15a, will be operating under fully turbulent flow a considerable amount of time. The
upstream movement of the shock wave can be seen as transition occurring earlier. On the other hand, in Figures 15b and
15b both robust optima have a more gentle variation of the transition location under random changes of the N-Factors,
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Fig. 14 Violin Plot of optimal configurations under environmental uncertainties, case A
(a) Deterministic Optimum (b) Robust Optimum, ` (c) Robust Optimum, @95%,
Fig. 15 Random realizations of surface pressure coefficient and transition location under environmental un-
certainties, case A
A deeper insight can be provided from the TS-CF growth plots shown in Figure 16. The black line represents the
growth of the N-Factors along the chord of the wing, shown by the red numbers. As the flow propagates downstream
along the chord, instabilities arise and both N-Factors increase. The critical N-Factor envelope is shown in dotted blue
for a given set of critical #) ( and # . When the black line intersects with the envelope, instabilities reach their critical
values and transition to turbulent flow is triggered. The deterministic optimum, shown in Figure 16a, inhibits a very
favourable pressure distribution for laminarity. The black line never reaches the envelope. In that case transition occurs
due to the presence of the shock wave. However this makes it very unstable against changes in the critical N-Factors
which define the blue envelope. It is stochastic and changes according to the environmental conditions. As the N-Factor
growth is parallel to the envelope, if this one reduces, transition is deteriorated instantly along the whole chord. The
TS-CF growth of the robust configurations crosses the envelop perpendicularly. This leads to a more gradual and less
sudden decrease in the transition location in case of a reduction in the envelope. This phenomena, known to experts in
the field, was not considered explicitly by the optimizer. By solely setting up the robust optimization formulation, the



















(c) Robust Optima, @95%,
Fig. 16 #) ( and # Factor growth (black line) and percentage of the chord that reaches reaches that
given N-Factor (red numbers) for different configurations. Critical N-Factor envelope (blue-dotted line) is
also represented. When the N-Factor growth crosses the envelope, instabilities in the boundary layer trigger
transition
2. Case B
Case B takes into account a different representation of the uncertainties in the critical N-Factors by considering beta
distributions. In this case, higher critical N-Factors are favoured and extreme cases (lower critical N-Factor) are more
rare following the shape of the PDF in Figure 6a. Looking at the Violin plots in Figure 17, the peak of the distributions
(maximum likelihood) lean towards the lowest values of drag. This means that most of the time these configurations will
perform as expected and laminar flow over the upper surface is present. Still, due to the finite (but small) probability of
lower critical N-Factors (instabilities that could prematurely trigger transition), the deterministic optimum PDF presents
a relatively long tail towards higher values of drag. This is solved with both robust configurations. They present the best







Fig. 17 Violin Plot of optimal configurations under environmental uncertainties, case B
The good compromise in behaviour is also shown in Figure 18 by selecting ten random realizations of the pressure
coefficient. Note the range of the transition location for the different configurations: between 0% and 60% of the chord
for the deterministic optimum in Figure 18a, between 30% and 52% for the optimum in mean in Figure 18b and between
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35% to 46% of the chord for the optimum 95% quantile in Figure 18c. Due to the reduced tail in drag coefficient caused
by the small range of transition locations, the latter configuration could be a good candidate for a "conservative" design
for which it is important to guarantee a good performance 95% of the time.
(a) Deterministic Optimum (b) Robust Optimum, ` (c) Robust Optimum, @95%,
Fig. 18 Random realizations of surface pressure coefficient and transition location under environmental un-
certainties, case B
3. Case C
Case C extends the uniform distributions of the critical N-Factors until 0. It is a conservative design approach to
deal with both fully turbulent and laminar configurations by giving the same importance to both cases. The PDFs of the
three configurations (deterministic, optimum in mean and optimum in 95% quantile) are shown in the violin plot of
Figure 19. In contrast to the previous cases, the peak of the PDFs are shifted towards higher values of drag, as this time,
fully turbulent flow is predominant due to the larger extent of critical N-Factor also including 0. The robust optimizer
chooses to minimize the drag under fully turbulent conditions. The price to pay is a smaller laminar region and earlier









Fig. 19 Violin Plot of optimal configurations under environmental uncertainties, case C
In Figure 20 random realizations of the pressure are selected together with the transition location for these three
shapes. The robust configurations decrease the shock wave strength under fully turbulent conditions. There is a
decreased interest in maintaining a favourable pressure gradient to delay instabilities, as turbulent flow is predominant,
and this would only lead to increased wave drag. This phenomena is of particular importance for the optimization of the
95% quantile of the drag in Figure 20c. In that case, the reduction in the shock strength is penalized by a decrease in the
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slope of the pressure coefficient, leading to a conservative configuration with a smaller laminar extent.
(a) Deterministic Optimum (b) Robust Optimum, `
Mitigation of 
shock waves 
(c) Robust Optimum, @95%,
Fig. 20 Random realizations of surface pressure coefficient and transition location under environmental un-
certainties, case C
D. Robust Optimization under Uncertainties in Critical N-Factors and Operational Conditions
In the final application, operational uncertainties in Mach number and lift coefficient are added to the already
investigated environmental uncertainties in critical N-Factors following case A. The addition of these uncertainties
increases the number of samples required for the surrogate based uncertainty quantification. Figure 21 shows the violin
plots for three configurations. The deterministic optima, in blue, shows a large average and variability in performance.
The robust optima previously obtained taking only uncertainties in the critical N-Factor (case A) into account is shown
in orange. Even though Mach and lift variations are not accounted for directly when designing this configuration,
it features an acceptable behaviour with reduced average drag and a downshift of the distribution. This shows that
robustness against operating conditions is indirectly taken into account by accounting for the variability in the critical
N-Factors. Finally, the new configuration taking into account uncertainties in critical N-Factor, Mach and lift coefficient







(𝑵𝑻𝑺, 𝑵𝑪𝑭, 𝐌, 𝑪𝑳) 𝝁𝑪𝑫
Fig. 21 Violin Plot of optimal configurations under environmental (case A) and operational uncertainties
Looking at the realizations of the pressure coefficients in Figure 22, a larger variability in the pressure due to the
changes in lift coefficient and Mach number is present. Still, the robust configuration in Figure 22c, corresponding to
the red PDF in Figure 21, is able to always keep a laminar flow over the upper surface.
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(a) Deterministic Optimum (b) Robust Optimum, (#) ( , # ) ` (c) Robust Optimum, `
Fig. 22 Random realizations of surface pressure coefficient and transition location under environmental un-
certainties, case C
Finally, the polar at constant weight is used to compare the performance of the different configurations in Figure
23. The continuous lines show the drag coefficient as a function of the Mach number keeping the weight constant.
The lift coefficient is then changed in order to keep the product !"2 =  constant, where  is a constant obtained
at cruise conditions: ! = 0.7 and " = 0.78. The polars are drawn at the nominal critical N-Factors of #) ( = 11.5
and # = 8.5. In all three cases, the drag bucket is shown. As expected, the deterministic optimum (blue line), has
the lowest drag at the design point, but has also the smallest drag bucket extension. There is less freedom regarding
the flight speed aircraft should be operating in order to benefit from the optimization potential. Both robust optimum
(orange and red lines) have an extended drag bucket and as a result, are more robust against changes in Mach number. In
addition, the robust optimum taking into account both environmental and operational uncertainties has the lowest drag
around " = 0.77. In addition, the polar of the robust optima under fully turbulent flow is also shown. For comparison,
the transition location is shown for each Mach number as dotted lines.
 
Deterministic Optima 
Robust Optima (Critical N Factors) 
Robust Optima (Critical N Factors, Mach, Lift) 
Robust Optima (Critical N Factor, Mach, Lift), fully turbulent 
 
Fig. 23 Polar at constant weight for the different configurations
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VI. Conclusions
The robust design of laminar flow wings is critical to come up with shapes that are able to retain laminarity while
environmental and operational uncertainties are present. Otherwise, the theoretical improvements in fuel consumption
that laminar configurations offer will be lost in practice. Current inverse design approaches for NLF design not only tend
to come up with suboptimal configurations, but also face severe challenges regarding the incorporation of robustness
against changes in environmental and operational conditions. The use of direct (deterministic) design optimization
techniques result in realistic pressure distributions that are able to delay transition until the shock and minimize drag
at nominal conditions. However, these shapes can quickly become fully turbulent if flying under a different critical
N-Factor than the one used to predict transition during the optimization. The use of a probabilistic approach for the
design of natural laminar flow airfoils and wings enables new configurations that are more resilient to changes in
environmental and operational conditions.
The first step to achieve robustness is the development of an efficient framework for the optimization under
uncertainty of natural laminar flow wings. Environmental conditions can be modelled as uncertainties in the critical
N-Factors for Tollmien-Schlichting and Crossflow instability waves, making the #) ( − # critical envelope stochastic.
Operational conditions can be accounted for through uncertainties in Mach number and lift coefficient. The combination
of state-of-the-art tools such as a computational fluid dynamics solver, linear stability theory and surrogate models
allow to efficiently obtain robust shapes within a feasible computational budget. In the robust design case, the objective
function is shifted from the drag coefficient towards a statistic of the drag, such as the mean value to minimize average
fuel consumption over a period of time, or the 95% quantile to minimize extreme events ensuring minimal performance
losses with controlled probability.
The robust design framework has been applied to a natural laminar flow infinite swept wing for a short-haul aircraft
configuration, extending the current design envelope for natural laminar flow design. Initially it is demonstrated that
the deterministic optimum is, as stated, not robust against instabilities, due to the growth of Tollmien-Schlichting
waves close to its critical N-Factor. By considering appropriate probability distributions, it is possible to enhance the
average performance or the 95% quantile of the drag, reducing the impact of extreme events that could suddenly trigger
transition. The N-Factor growth of the robust shapes crosses perpendicularly the #) ( − # critical envelope. As a
result, these feature a smooth decrease in transition location with the increase of instabilities, instead of a sudden change
that triggers fully turbulent flow. The exact behaviour can be tailored according to the probability distributions of the
critical N-Factors. The addition of operational uncertainties to the optimization problem increases the extent of the drag
bucket, increasing the operating range of NLF wings. In the future, more realistic distributions for the critical N-Factors
can be developed according to expert knowledge or additional flight tests.
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